
THE SUMMER SCENTS BOX



When we're asked to think of the scent of summer, it is the season that offers the most diverse
range of answers. For some it's the coconut aroma of sun cream or the citrus of fruit trees, for
others the smell of grass after a warm rain shower or a bowl of strawberries and cream.

For our latest box we've tried to encapsulate as many of these as we can, starting with a stunning
Electric Pear Fig candle by Chickidee in a blush pink concrete pot. Next we have a Coconut Cream
Cleanser by Vegan by Happy Skin, which will whisk your mind to a tropical beach in no time. This
month's sweet treat celebrates the Great British Summer with a bar of Eton Mess white chocolate
by Kacao Chocolaterie, packed with meringue and berries.

Kacao Chocolaterie have transformed the classic British dessert, Eton
Mess, into this chocolate bar that evokes summer garden parties,
Wimbledon and all those other elements of a Great British Summer. 

The Eton Mess bar has a base of rich and creamy white chocolate
studded with meringue pieces and freeze-dried raspberries and
strawberries. It's one of our favourite bars to feature in these boxes
and we hope you love it too! 

Those of you who also subscribe to our Luxe boxes were lucky
to discover Chickidee's home fragrance range in our Brighter
Days Box. We had so many of you enthusing about the unique
fragrances of their Room Sprays and their beautiful packaging
that we couldn't wait to partner with them again.

This Electric Pear Fig candle is made from soy wax and blends
the uplifting citrus of the verbena flower with the earthy notes
of the fig tree. It comes in a heavy concrete vessel that can be
repurposed as a planter or desk tidy and has a 50 hour burn
time.
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Chickidee Electric Pear Fig Candle 

Kacao Chocolaterie Eton Mess White Chocolate Bar

Vegan by Happy Skin Coconut Cream Cleanser

This creamy cleanser gently removes make up and is packed full
of natural ingredients such as coconut oil and aloe vera. It has the
tropical scent of coconut, contains no parabens or SLS and is
vegan and cruelty-free. Its creamy texture effectively cleanses
without drying your skin and leaves it feeling nourished - and
dreaming of the beach!


